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We are The Creo Group,  

  

  

Climate change is now one of the leading problems facing everyone.  

Elevated CO2e emissions entering the atmosphere from domestic and business sectors contribute over 30% of the 

total CO2e emissions in the UK alone.  

  

Creo Understands the concerns that many people have in today’s tough economic climate on reducing costs. We 

pride ourselves on providing very low energy building solutions that do not significantly increase costs over and 

above more traditional building techniques.   

We understand that many People when considering building a new low energy home, do not understand the latest 

technologies available.    

For this reason, we have several companies within the Creo brand, that together, can provide a full turnkey solution 

to suit most people’s expenditure.  

 

Because of the reduced time in construction and the subsequent lower labour costs we are hugely competitive. 

 

We have up and coming and finished projects designed with net zero carbon and therefore passive. Using the 

accredited CREO ICF Build and renewable heating and ventilation systems the new building will in effect add zero 

carbon contributions to the environment over the operating lifetime of the building.  

  

The construction is erected using the BBA approved CREO ICF, (insulated concrete forms) system.  

This system provides a low u-value of 0.16 W/m2K.   

The CREO system comprises interlocking hollow insulating blocks, typical size 350 x 250 x 1000 consisting of 2 leaves 

of insulation with 4 No. Insulating connector pieces.  

  

 All external walls would be sealed, and an air movement system, MVHR (Mechanical heat and ventilation), installed 

to overcome the necessity for trickle ventilation and provide controlled moisture levels and air quality. The system 

completely removes any form of thermal cold bridging.  

  

Air to water air source heat pumps, solar PV power, and Tesla battery power storage can provide the building with 

20 kW/h of renewable power coupled with two 14 kW/h Tesla batteries to significantly reduce electrical power 

demand from the public grid at night. A rainwater harvesting system will additionally provide rainwater, which will 

reduce demand from the public processed water system. 

 Low energy LED lighting systems and cooking appliances will further reduce power demand.  

 

We expect all buildings will reach a commercial EPC rating of A+ 

 

Creo Homes can save up to 90% of energy bills, Warm in winter, Cool in summer, Longevity, Healthy, safe and 

environmentally friendly  

Quick and easy construction so lower building costs. 



 

 

 

 
BBA Certification 

Creo Manufacturing Ltd have achieved BBA approval for their ICF Wall System Certificate 09/4707 

 

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                         ICF Manufacturers Engineers, Forming the thermal shield 

Creo Roof Panels 
Triple glazed windows 

Creo walling block 
Underfloor insulation 

 
Available with Our Energy saving renewable energy 

Hydrogen 
  Solar thermal panels 

Thermal water store 
Air source heat pump 

Underfloor heating 
Photo-voltaic tiles 

                                                       Rainwater harvesting 
Heat Recover ventilation 

Wind Turbines 
        

       Areas of Expertise 

Net Zero Carbon Planning Consultants, 

Domestic and Commercial Construction Contractors. 

Certified Renewable heat and ventilation Engineers. 

Heat Recovery 

Hydrogen 

Groundwork's and Drainage. 

Landscaping 

Renovations 

New Builds 

Commercial build 

Contract Kitchen 

 

 

Head Office: 01634 353540 

 

Please Visit our Web site for more information 

https://www.creouk.com 
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